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Abstract 

 
Arash Method (AM) was proposed to measure the instabilities of technically efficient Decision 

Making Units (DMUs) where very small errors are introduced in the input values. In this study, 

the instabilities of technically efficient DMUs are measured when very small errors are defined in 

the output values. The method is able to measure the revenue efficiency and has the advantages of 

AM in comparison with Slacked Based Measure model (SBM). Indeed, the model not only has all 

SBM properties, but also similar to AM it is appropriately able to arrange both technically 

efficient and inefficient DMUs. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Arash Method (AM) [1] was recently proposed in Data Envelopment Analysis 

(DEA) in order to distinguish between technically efficient Decision Making 

Units (DMUs) and arrange all DMUs at the same time. It has many advantages in 

comparison with other parametric and non-parametric techniques. AM 

significantly arranges both technically efficient and inefficient DMUs and shows 
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the efficient DMUs among the technically efficient ones. It is also able to measure 

the cost-efficiency [2] which depicts its capabilities in comparison with current 

DEA models. This study introduces Kourosh Method (KM) to examine the 

instabilities of technically efficient DMUs when small errors are introduced in the 

output data. The method is improved to have all the Slack Based Measure (SBM) 

properties. It is depicted how the model is able to measure the revenue efficiency 

where the unit price is available. The rest of this study is also organized to four 

sections. Section 2 is the background. KM and its capabilities to measure the 

revenue efficiency are introduced in Section 3 with a numerical example and the 

paper is concluded in Section 4. 

 

 

2. Background 

 

DEA was proposed by Charnes et al. [3] and it has considerably applied in many 

studies to estimate the performance evaluation of DMUs in the last three decades. 

Pareto-Koopmans definition in DEA declares that a DMU is technically efficient 

if and only if the performances of other DMUs do not show that some of its inputs 

or outputs can be improved without worsening some of its other inputs or outputs. 

Unfortunately, this definition is wrongly interpreted as efficiency. Khezrimotlagh 

et al. [1] proved that a technically efficient DMU may even be less efficient than 

an inefficient one and proposed that an efficient DMU is a technically efficient 

DMU which has the best combination of its inputs and outputs in comparison with 

other technically efficient DMUs, that is, the ratio of its outputs to its inputs does 

not much change where small errors are introduced in its data. 

In order to illustrate AM, let us assume that there are � DMUs (DMU�, � �1,2,… , �) with � non-negative inputs (�� , � � 1,2, … ,�) and � nonnegative 

outputs (��� , � � 1,2, … , �) for each DMU which at least one of its inputs and one 

of its outputs are not zero. Where DMU� (� � 1,2, … , �) is evaluated, ��� and ��� 

are the user specified weights obtained through values judgment, � ����, ��, … , ���, �� � 0, !��’s and !��’s are nonnegative slacks, for � � 1,2, … ,� 

and � � 1,2, … , �, the �-AM is given by: 

 "-AM: max 	∑ ���!����(� ) ∑ ���!��*�(� , 

Subject to ∑ +���,�(� ) !�� � �� ) ��/���, ∀�, ∑ +����,�(� / !�� � ���, ∀�,  +� � 0,			∀�, !�� � 0,			∀�, 
!�� � 0,			∀�. 

Targets: 

0��∗ � �� ) ��/��� / !��∗, ∀�,
���∗ � ��� ) !��∗, ∀�,  

 

Score: 

2∗ � ∑ ������*�(� /∑ �������(�
∑ ������∗*�(� /∑ �����∗��(�

. 
 

Moreover, if the weights ��� and ��� are unknown they are defined as follows 

for � � 1,2, … ,� and � � 1,2, … , �, and the 4� and 5� can be the non-negative 
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real numbers regarding to the goals of each DMU. 

 

��� � 64� � � 0
1/� � 7 0     and   ��� � 65� �� � 01/�� �� 7 0. 

 

In addition, it is generally defined that � � ��, �, … , ��, and when � 8 0 and 29∗ : 1 for a DMU, �-AM proposes the DMU to change its data to the new �-AM 

target. Otherwise, 29∗ � 1, that is, �-AM warns that the DMU should not change 

its data, because it may decrease its efficiency score. Moreover, Khezrimotlagh et 

al. [4] proposed a nonlinear �-AM as follows 

 

min 1 ) �1/��∑ ��� / !��/�����(�
1 ) �1/��∑ !��/���*�(�

, 
Subject to: the constraint of �-AM. 

 

They proved that the nonlinear 0-AM is the same as Slack based Measure 

model (SBM) [5]. It means that SBM has only the properties of the nonlinear 0-

AM and depicts the capabilities of AM in comparison with current DEA models.  

The following model called Kourosh Model (KM) was proposed to estimate 

the instabilities of technically efficient DMUs where small errors are introduced 

in the data.  

 "-KM: max 	∑ ���!����(� ) ∑ ���!��*�(� , 

Subject to ∑ +���,�(� ) !�� � ��, ∀�,  

∑ +����,�(� / !�� � ��� / ��/���, ∀�, +� � 0,			∀�, !�� � 0,			∀�, 
!�� � 0,			∀�. 

Targets: 

0��∗ � 	�� / !��∗, ∀�,���∗ � ��� / ��/��� ) !��∗, ∀�, 
 

Score: 

=9∗ � ∑ ������*�(� /∑ �������(�
∑ ������∗*�(� /∑ �����∗��(�

. 
 

The �-KM (� � 0) is always feasible on its constraints space and its targets 

are on the Farrell frontier. In fact, KM first considers a corresponding virtual 

output constraints space or a virtual PPS to the DMU which is evaluated, where a 

small error is introduced in its output values. After characterizing the virtual 

results, KM returns back the results on the Farrell frontier which is made by the 

real DMUs. For instance, let us assume that five DMUs labelled A, B, C, D and E 

with one single constant input and two outputs are evaluated (Table 1). Assume 

also there is no any unit price and cost information and define the weights ��, ��� 

and ��� as 1/, 1/�� and 1/��, respectively. 

From Pareto-Koopmans definition A, B and C are technically efficient and D 

and E are inefficient. The conventional DEA models always rank DMUs D and C 

after those technically efficient DMUs A and C, however, only 0.05% errors in 

output data are enough to identify that the performance of technically efficient 
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Table 1: Five DMUs with two outputs and one constant input. 

DMUs  �� �� =>∗ =>.>>>?∗  =>.>>?∗  =>.>?∗  

A 10 20 2 1.0000 0.9595 0.7030 0.1914 

B 10 19 19 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

C 10 2 20 1.0000 0.9595 0.7030 0.1914 

D 10 19 18 0.9730 0.9730 0.9730 0.9730 

E 10 18 19 0.9730 0.9730 0.9730 0.9730 

DMUs A and C are not stronger as technically efficient B and inefficient D and E.  

In fact, the combination of 2 and 20 values of outputs is not almost always as 

good as the combination of 19 and 19 or even 18 and 19. 

 

 

3. Revenue Efficiency and Nonlinear Kourosh Method 
 

The revenue efficiency (RF) model is as follows where @�’s are the unit 

price of outputs [6]. 

 

Revenue-Efficiency Model: max 	∑ @���*�(� , 

Subject to ∑ +���,�(� A ��, ∀�,  ∑ +����,�(� � �� , ∀�,  +� � 0,			∀�. 

Rf ∗ � ∑ @����*�(�∑ @���∗*�(�
, 

where ��∗ is optimum of �� , ∀�. 
 

In order to measure the revenue-efficiency with �-KM, we eliminate the !��’s in the KM objective and consider the score as below similar to measure the 

cost-efficiency with �-AM [2]: 

 max 	∑ ���!��*�(� , 

Subject to ∑ +���,�(� ) !�� � ��, ∀�, ∑ +����,�(� / !�� � ��� / ��/���, ∀�, +� � 0,			∀�, !�� � 0,			∀�, 
!�� � 0,			∀�. 

Score: 

=∗ � ∑ ������*�(�∑ ������∗*�(�
, 

where  

���∗ � ��� / �����
) !��∗, ∀�. 

 

The following Proposition characterizes the validity of the above model. 

 

Proposition: The �-KM and RF model outcomes are the same when the amount 

of � 8 0 is large enough.  

 

Proof: Let us define ��� � @�, for � � 1,2, … , �, in KM. Now, assume that � � 0. 

Then, from the score of 0-KM it yields that,	���∗ � ��� / !��∗, for � � 1, 2, … , �. 

From the second constrains of 0-KM and RF model, let us define �� � ��� ) !��, 

for � � 1, 2, … , �. Therefore, it yields 
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 maxD ∑ @���*�(� � ∑ @����*�(� )maxE∑ @�!��*�(� , 

 ⟹ ∑ @���∗*�(� � ∑ @����*�(� ) ∑ @�!��∗*�(� , 

 ⟹ ∑ @���∗*�(� � ∑ @����∗*�(� , 

 

⟹ ∑ @����*�(�∑ @���∗*�(�
� ∑ @����*�(�∑ @����∗*�(�

� =∗. 
 

On the other hand, the �� in RF model only depends to the linear 

combination of ���’s and does not depend to ���, whereas !�� depends to both ��� 

and the linear combinations of ���’s , therefore selecting � 8 0 bridges over the 

models and rectifies the dependences of !�� to ��� in PPS. In other words, when 

the arbitrary � 8 0 is considered, then the term “∑ +����,�(� ) ��/���” allows that !�� to be optimum in the wider domain and it helps to bridge the gaps between RF 

model and KM. As a result, the definition of �� � ��� ) !�� by selecting the 

diversity amounts for � 8 0, is meaningful to relation between �� in RF model 

and !�� in �-KM. Moreover, raising the amounts of � 8 0 gives the closer results 

between the models and the proof is completed.  □ 

 

Now, assume three DMUs in Table 2 with two inputs and two outputs. 

Suppose also the prices of output1 and output2 are 10 and 1 for DMUs, 

respectively. Columns six and seven of Table 2 identify the results of applying 0-

KM, RF model and CCR Output-Oriented which are not the same as the outcomes 

of RF. However, Table 3 represents how the �-KM (� 8 0) results are the same as 

RF model where the amounts of � are large enough. 
 

Table 2: Example to depict the differences between 0-KM and RF model scores. 

DMUs Input1 Input2 Output1 Output2 =>∗ RF Tech. Ef. 

A 3 2 3 6 1.0000 0.9643 1.0000 

B 1 3 5 6 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

C 4 6 6 6 0.5893 0.5893 0.6000 

 

Table 3: The ε-KM scores by changing ε 8 0.  

DMUs =>.�∗  =>.�∗  =>.H∗  =>.I∗  =>.?∗  

A 0.9890 0.9783 0.9677 0.9643 0.9643 

B 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

C 0.5893 0.5893 0.5893 0.5893 0.5893 

 

Moreover, from the �-KM targets, that is, ��∗ � �� / !��∗, ∀�, and  ���∗ �
��� / ��/��� ) !��∗, ∀�, the �-KM score, =∗, can be rewritten as below where the 

weights ��� and ��� are defined as 1/�� and 1/���, respectively. 

 �/�	
	∑ ����∗ /����*�(� /∑ ���∗ /�����(�

� �
� . ∑ ��∗ /����(�

∑ ���∗ /���*�(�
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� �
� . � / ∑ !��∗/����(�

� ) ∑ �/�� ) !��∗/����*�(�
 

 

� 1 / �1/��∑ !��∗/����(�
1 ) �1/��∑ �/�� ) !��∗/����*�(�

 

 

From the last equation, the nonlinear �-KM can be formulated as follows 

similar to nonlinear �-AM [4], and it is exactly the same as SBM where � � 0. 

 

min 1 / �1/��∑ �!��/�����(�
1 ) �1/��∑ �!��/��� / ���*�(�

, 
Subject to: the constraint of �-KM. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

This paper introduces KM to assess the efficiency score of DMUs and 

examine the instabilities of the technically efficiency scores where very small 

errors are introduced in the output values of DMUs. The method is able to 

measure the revenue-efficiency and simultaneously arrange both technically 

efficient and inefficient DMUs. 
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